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Human Origins Conference 2020
ISLETA RESORT AND CASINO
APRIL 2-5, 2020
Albuquerque, NM – The Human Origins Conference 2020, an annual event organized by Linda and
Richard Smith, will be hosted at the Isleta Resort and Casino, April 2-5, Thursday through Sunday.
Tickets are on sale now and the conference has an open call for exhibitor booths, vendor tables and
sponsorship opportunities.
Hosted by the Human Origins Foundation and the New Mexico UFO and Paranormal Forum, the Human
Origins Conference 2020 has an outstanding lineup of speakers including Brooks Agnew, Russell
Brinegar, Randall Carlson, Rev. Michael Carter, Collective Frequency’s Anthony and Tammy Chino, Rich
Daniels, Gabriel Duran, George J. Haas, Michael Lee Hill, George Kavassilas, History Channel’s Hugh
Newman and Jim Vieira as seen on Search for the Lost Giants and award-winning author Brad Olsen, with
special guest speakers Zuni Tribal Elder Clifford Mahooty and Fire In The Sky’s Travis Walton. Our
keynote speaker will be prolific science and history writer Andrew Collins, whose trailblazing research on
advanced civilizations in prehistory has been featured on the National Geographic Channel, MSNBC and
Discovery. Visit humanoriginsconference.com for more information on each of our speakers.
Who are we? Where did we come from? Where are we going? What is the true history of the human
race? Revealing the fascinating realms of Earth’s cosmology, human origins, ancient history and lost
wisdom, the Human Origins Conference carries a mission of sharing knowledge with the purpose of
expanding the consciousness of humanity by presenting world-renowned researchers, writers and
visionaries revealing such sensitive information.
The Human Origins Conference represents a serious approach to sensitive issues while remaining
dedicated to providing hidden and suppressed knowledge on various topics that deeply affect us all,
topics rarely addressed by our mainstream media. Be it economic, political or interstellar, this annual
conference event targets those profound questions and global mysteries while aiming to actively inform
the general public on the issues we are all facing together, as we come to terms with our own past,
present and immediate future.
Linda and Richard Smith are the executive directors of the Human Origins Foundation, which has a
prime directive that focuses on getting the word out regarding extraterrestrial intervention, alien contact,
the Moorish Legacy and the dynamic scope of our interstellar human origins here on Earth. The prime
directive's mission includes a special focus on economic, social and geopolitical issues affecting Earth’s
ecology, spirituality, reincarnation, lost knowledge, ancient wisdom, linguistics and etymology, the
human condition and current affairs, to name a few.
Linda and Richard Smith currently reside in Rio Rancho, New Mexico, and have been speaking locally
and internationally with author events, interviews, lectures and conferences. For more information on
the upcoming Human Origins Conference 2020, please visit humanoriginsconference.com today.
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